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Today’s Agenda

• Animations overview

• Triggering events

• A1 questions



Animations.



Animations

• Creating an Animation

• Creating an Animator Controller

• Animation states

• Animation transitions



A note about animating in this course:

• You’re not being graded on your animation abilities.

• Feel free to download animated prefabs from the Asset Store to make 
your life (a lot) easier.

• This section is merely going to cover some basic animation tips that
might be useful along the way…
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Animations

• Keyframes: times where the animated properties have set values

• In between keyframes, values follow a curve

• You can set the values in various ways:
• Use the stretch tool in the Scene window

• Drag the position of keyframes in the Curves pane

• Enter the values manually in the Animations window

• Note: to set the values, make sure you press the record button first!



Animator

• A state machine

• Nodes: animations

• Edges: transitions

• Use this to define under which 
conditions transitions between 
animations should occur

• If you’re using animated prefabs,
you’ll probably still have to use
the Animator



The animation
object for this state
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of this state



Transition Parameters

• Define the conditions 
on which a transition 
should occur



Transition Parameters

• Define whether the 
transition has an exit 
time

• Arrange the animations
into a transition
timeline

• Define which 
condition(s) will trigger 
the transition



Layers

• Add layers to perform multiple 
animations at the same time

• Basically, additional state
machines within the same
animator controller

• i.e. they can act on the same
GameObject





Layers

• Give the new layer a weight of 1 
to see it in equal measure to the 
base layer



Triggers.



Triggers are easy-peasy lemon-squeezy.

• The object which 
triggers the event 
should have a Collider

• The collider should have 
its IsTrigger property set 
to true

• Edit the shape and size
of the Collider if needed



Triggers are easy-peasy lemon-squeezy.

• The object we expect to 
enter the trigger should 
have a Collider and a 
RigidBody



Triggers are easy-peasy lemon-squeezy.

• When the “other” object’s collider enters the trigger collider, we can 
make stuff happen.
• OnTriggerEnter()

• OnTriggerStay()

• OnTriggerExit()



Invoke one of these methods and make stuff 
happen.

• In this example, an audio clip is played when the character enters the 
trigger.



Assignment One.



Assignment 1

Using Unity3D and EasyAR (or another AR tool if you prefer), create a 
simple augmented reality application.

• Download a character from the Asset Store. (Or, if you’re feeling 
ambitious, try creating your own!)

• Recognize elements of the physical environment in your application 
(this can be either image targets or the environment itself).

• Program your character to move between at least three points in the 
scene.

• Trigger an exciting event when the character reaches its final point!
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Useful Links

• Unity tutorials: https://unity3d.com/learn/tutorials

• Unity API: https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/index.html

• Microsoft APIs: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/api/

• EasyAR tips: https://www.easyar.com/doc_sdk/en/Getting-
Started/Setting-up-EasyAR-Unity-SDK.html

https://unity3d.com/learn/tutorials
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/index.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/api/
https://www.easyar.com/doc_sdk/en/Getting-Started/Setting-up-EasyAR-Unity-SDK.html


A1: Due Wednesday at noon
Ask questions if you need help!


